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CHAIR’S REPORT

Annual Report from the Chair of the GRLLEN Board
The GRLLEN had another productive year
in 2017. This was the final in a three-year
cycle (2015-17) of contracts delivering
initiatives supported by various areas of
the State Government Department of
Education and Training.

The following initiatives were enabled by the State
Government’s investment in the GRLLEN and others, to
support the successful transition of young people through
their education into positive post-school destinations. Some
of this investment was geared to universal support for young
people and some specifically focussed on supporting those
young people from under resourced communities. The
GRLLEN delivered work supported by the following Contracts:

It must be noted at the outset that the GRLLEN relies heavily on
its network members and partners to work collectively, with a
shared sense of purpose and direction, and with a willingness
to pool effort and resources, to create the environment and
opportunities for our young people to become connected
and contributing members of our community. You will see
from the articles in this report that in 2017 there has been
considerable partnership-based work taking place across the
GRLLEN’s learning and employment platform.

•

The “LLEN Contract.”   In 2017, these resources supported
Geelong Careers, the preparation of an Industry Scan for
the emergent Creative Industries Sector, the delivery of
school and community conversations on work futures,
and scoping work to build the infrastructure for a Barwon
Youth Transitions Partnership to support young people
at risk of poor education and employment outcomes.
Our thanks go to the At Risk Youth working party and to
GRLLEN’s Dr. Jude Walker and Marianne Messer for much
of this work.

•

“On Track Connect” - an initiative to support young
people who have left school and are not currently
learning, training or working to reconnect to a pathway.
Our thanks to Sue Smith for her long hours on the phone,
late at night trying to connect with the 46 young people
who were referred to us for support.

•

The Structured Workplace Learning (SWL) program
is designed to engage the region’s employers to assist
school aged young people with securing a foothold in
the labour market, through structured and supervised
experiences in local workplaces aligned to the regions
trending Industries. Over 300 local employers put up
their hands to give a young person a go and our thanks
go to them. Thanks also to GRLLEN’s team of Kylie Fox, Jo
Harris and Mark Isaacs.

•

Skilling the Bay continued its funding and support for
our Early Entry Workforce Model – Careers in Health and
Community Services providing pathways for young people,
while still at school, to enter the growing Community
Services and Health Sector. Thanks goes to Chris Goy from
Skilling the Bay for his guidance and support and to all the
partners who have supported nearly 400 young people
to explore their career options in this sector. Thanks also
to the Advisory Committee members and GRLLEN’s Robyn
Dolheguy, Kylie Fox and Narelle Arthur.

In 2017 the GRLLEN initiated a range of school and community
conversations about THE FUTURE! What are these Jobs of
the Future and what does the future of work look like? These
conversations took into account the implications for our
education institutions as they prepare young people for a
more uncertain future while also accommodating the voices
and experience of various people who have been impacted
by digital disruption and the emergent “gig economy”.
The impacts of this changing world of work were clear to
see when the GRLLEN hosted #InstaConnect - an event that
attracted 60 young people between the ages of 16-25 who
have been unable to find work. You will also read about the
On Track Connect 2017 program where the region’s school
leavers were interviewed 6 months out from school to see
what they’re doing now. “Not much” was the reality for some!
Some of the ways that the GRLLEN responded to the
uncertainty and challenges of a changing labour market was
to refine the Geelong Careers suite of trending industry Talent
Communities and resources. This provides tools that enable
all jobseekers in the G21 region to make better informed
career and pathway decisions as well as have access to a
live Jobs site dedicated to connecting local employers and
jobseekers in the Greater Geelong region.
However, GRLLEN’s main focus in 2017 was on young people.
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•

•

•

The GRLLEN receives a small grant from National Disability
Services Ltd (funds made available from the Barr Family
Foundation and Gandel Philanthropy) to offer a program
called Ticket to Work. This initiative, now in its third year,
aims to build a Network of support for young people with
disability to access open employment opportunities. Our
thanks go to Michelle Wakeford for finding a resource
to help us do this work, and also to Sue Smith who
coordinated the Ticket to Work Network.
DHHS provided a small grant to support the further
evolution of The Storyteller suite of resources as a
catalyst for building culturally safe out-of-home care
environments for Aboriginal young people. Good work
Glenn Shea who is a real Storyteller. Thanks also to the
Storyteller working group members and to Melinda
Flood, Adam Reilly and Deb Kearney from DHHS for their
support.
The GRLLEN also continued its Advocacy work on behalf
of two significant initiatives in the region. The first of
these is the ongoing campaign to secure funding for
the full implementation of The Geelong Project (TGP)
‘community of schools and youth services’ model of early
intervention. The Geelong Project model represents
a raft of innovations to realise a more effective early
intervention system in Geelong and potentially across
Victoria and elsewhere. The second initiative, already
mentioned, is the need to establish a sustainable funding
model for The Storyteller and its suite of education and
cultural resources. The Storyteller has firmly established its
reputation as a resource to build relationships between
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people while also
addressing the many factors that undermine efforts to
Close the Gap for Aboriginal people and communities.

Thanks must also go to Christine Stonehouse of CFM
Bookkeeping for keeping our finances in such good order,
Tammy Teplyj for her HR on call services and Cherie Loncar for
her Graphic Design expertise.
The GRLLEN team continues its outstanding service to the
region. I thank each one of you.
Significant thanks must go to Anne-Marie Ryan for her
outstanding leadership and constant vigil of the education
landscape of the Geelong community. Anne-Marie has
advocated on behalf of the Network, especially focusing on
the wider needs of the Geelong Community. After all, it is
the Community we serve, to make it a better place for our
vulnerable people, whoever they are.
We are now into 2018 with a new set of Contracts for 2018/19
which have a major focus on supporting the GRLLENs work
with its Network partners to deliver a Barwon Vulnerable
Youth Strategy. This Strategy will focus on activating he
Continuum of Support (0-25) to ensure that the region’s
young people have the best possible opportunity to have
a home, complete their schooling and make a successful
transition to adulthood. Work is already well underway to
build the foundations for a truly regional approach.
Finally, with a State election looming, we need to gain
support for the continuation of the work of the GRLLEN infact, all 31 LLENs. The Network of LLENs provide vital work
linking education and industry together throughout Victoria
to provide our youth especially, with positive futures. Please
do whatever you can to ensure that our local politicians know
that. We cannot do it alone.

In concluding my 2017 report, I thank all Board Directors for
their dedicated service to the GRLLEN. The Board provides
the organisation with excellent guidance through taking a
broad and strategic view and through exemplary governance
practices. Thank you to Deputy Chair Joe Graffam (Deakin
University) for your support alongside Ken Massari (Northern
Bay College), Glenn Davey (Geelong High School), Anne
Brackley (Springdale Community Centre), Andrew Palmer (The
Gordon), Colin Vernon (Geelong Trades Hall), Alan Davis (DE&T
- Schools), Georgina Ryder (DET - Higher Education & Skills),
Scott Brown (Community member) and Peter Codd (co-opted
member) for your contributions this year.
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BOARD & STAFF
Geelong Region LLEN

GRLLEN Board

Anne Brackley

Scott Brown

Peter Codd

Glenn Davey

Springdale Community Centre

Geelong Community

Geelong Community

Geelong High School

Alan Davis

Joe Graffam

David Mackay

Ken Massari

Department of Education &
Training

Deakin University

Geelong Chamber of Commerce

Northern Bay College

Coordinator

Senior Adviser

Andrew Palmer
Enterprise Manager
The Gordon

Community Member

Pro Vice-Chancellor

Georgina Ryder

Manager: Training Participation
Support

Community Member

Member

Principal

Principal

Colin Vernon

Secretary > Nov 2016
Geelong Trades Hall Council

Department of Education &
Training
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Geelong Region LLEN

Name of
Representative

Board Position

Member Category

Name of Organisation

Anne Brackley

Director

Adult Community
Education

Springdale Neighbourhood Centre

Scott Brown

Director

Community

Community Member

Peter Codd

Director

Community

Community Member

Glenn Davey

Director

Schools

Geelong High School

Alan Davis

Director

Other Community &
Government agencies

Department of Education & Training

Joe Graffam

Director
Deputy Chair

Other Education & Training

Deakin University

David Mackay

Director
Chair

Employers

Geelong Chamber of Commerce

Ken Massari

Director

Schools

Northern Bay P-12

Andrew Palmer

Director

TAFE

Gordon TAFE

Georgina Ryder

Director

Other Community &
Government agencies

Department of Education & Training
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Geelong Region LLEN

GRLLEN Team
Anne-Marie Ryan
Chief Executive Officer
GRLLEN

Anne-Marie is the inaugural
Executive Officer of the
Geelong Region Local
Learning and Employment
Network and holds a
range of post graduate
qualifications in education,
leadership and organisation
development.

Thank you also to our network members and others
who have been involved in our various project
steering committees and working parties.

GRLLEN Team 2017

Kylie Fox | Helen Boult | Marianne Messer | Robyn Dolheguy | Jo Harris | Dr Jude Walker | Joanne Nemshich
Anne-Marie Ryan

Chief Executive Officer

Helen Boult

Administration Coordinator

Joanne Nemshich

Communications & PR Officer

Dr. Jude Walker

Labour Market Analyst & Futurist, Expansive Learning Network

Marianne Messer

Geelong Careers Project Manager

Robyn Dolheguy

Careers in Community Services & Health Project Manager

Kylie Fox

Coordinator: Structured Workplace Learning (Experience for Work for Young People)
Project Officer: Careers in Community Services & Health

Jo Harris

Structured Workplace Learning
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Geelong Region LLEN

At the end of 2017, we said goodbye to:
We thank them for
their contribution
to the work of the
GRLLEN during
their time with us,
and wish them all
the best in their
future endeavours.
Sue Smith

Mark Isaacs

Narelle Arthur

Ticket to Work 2017

Structured Workplace
Learning 2017

Careers in Community Services &
Health 2017

In 2018, we
welcomed:

Catherine Farrell

Deborah Walker

Dianne Buckley

Ticket to Work 2018

Structured Workplace
Learning 2018

Careers in Community Services &
Health 2018

GRLLEN Support Team

Cherie Loncar

Tammy Teplyj

Graphic Designer
Enth Degree

HR Consultant
Grange HR Consulting

Ryan Gollan
Accountant
CFM Bookkeeping
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G21 REGION TODAY
What the Census tells us

What is the Census telling us about the G21 Region?
Background
The GRLLEN has recently begun
an analysis of what changes
have occurred in the G21 Region
labour market between the 2011
and 2016 Census collections.
In order to make policy, Governments need to be able
to measure things. When it comes to labour market
policy, there are two sets of measures: industry and
occupation.
Each set of measures starts at the highest level,
eg. Manufacturing or Construction for industry
measures; and Clerical and Administrative Workers
or Professional, Scientific and Technical Workers for
occupations.
Each set of measures then cascades down to the
lowest measurable level. For these coding systems,
the lowest measurable level is level four.
This document covers the early analysis done
through examining the highest level of the industry
codes. Whilst this enables us to identify some of the
changes which have occurred such as overall growth
or decline in industry numbers, it does not enable a
nuanced understanding of which parts of an industry
are growing or declining.
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There are nineteen individual industry groups. For
this project, the GRLLEN has chosen to analyse the
fourteen industries which are of most importance to
the region. These include (in alphabetical order):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Accommodation and food services
Administrative and support services
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Arts and recreation services
Construction
Education and training
Financial and insurance services
Health care and social assistance
Information media and telecommunications
Manufacturing
Professional, scientific and technical services
Public administration and safety
Retail trade
Transport, postal and warehousing

The industry sectors which have not been included
are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Electricity, gas, water and waste services
Mining
Other services
Rental, hiring and real estate services
Wholesale trade
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Analysis
So, what does our analysis tell us?

Between 2006 and 2011, the overall
number of people working in the
designated industries grew by
11.9%  (from 100,772 to 112,753).

Between 2011 and 2016, the overall
number continued to grow by 7.3%
(from 112,753 to 120,977).

Across the three Census collections,
overall numbers increased by 20%                         
(from 100,772 to 120,977).
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2006 to 2011

20.0%

Between 2006 and 2011, three industries reduced in
size:

- 9.6%

18.6%

Agriculture, forestry
and fishing

Public administration
and safety

- 8.8%

18.5%

Manufacturing

Arts and recreation
services

- 8.0%

17.1%

Information media and
telecommunications

Education and training

Between 2006 and 2011, eleven industries increased
in size:
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Professional, technical and
scientific services

16.2%
Accommodation and food
services

36.3%

10.5%

Financial and Insurance
Services

Transport, postal and
warehousing

28.5%

10.0%

Health Care and Social
Assistance

Administrative and
support services

22.7%

3.5%

Construction

Retail Trade
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2011 to 2016

12.4%

Between 2011and 2016, only one industry reduced in
size:

Public administration
and safety

- 24.0%

9.6%

Manufacturing

Construction

Between 2006 and 2011, eleven industries increased
in size:

9.1%
Agriculture, forestry
and fishing

20.0%

7.2%

Health Care and Social
Assistance

Administrative and
support services

20.0%

6.5%

Arts and recreation
services

Financial and Insurance
Services

17.2%

5.7%

Education and training

Transport, postal and
warehousing

16.5%

2.0%

Professional, technical and
scientific services

Information media and
telecommunications

15.7%

0.9%

Accommodation and food
services

Retail Trade
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2006 to 2016

34.5%

Between 2006 and 2016, only one industry reduced
constantly in size:

Construction

- 30.6%

34.4%

Manufacturing

Accommodation and food
services

Between 2006 and 2016, eleven industries increased
constantly in size:

33.3%
Public administration
and safety

54.2%

17.9%

Health Care and Social
Assistance

Administrative and
support services

45.2%

16.8%

Financial and Insurance
Services

Transport, postal and
warehousing

42.7%

4.5%

Arts and recreation
services

Retail Trade

39.8%
Professional, technical and
scientific services

37.3%
Education and training
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In Summary
Overall, the labour market in the
G21 Region is showing strong
growth in most sectors, providing
a mix of professional, paraprofessional, and general jobs.
This means that there are opportunities for many
people within the region to find work and would
account for the reasonable unemployment rate of
5.8% as at the 2016 Census1 (for an overall population
of 308,339 and a labour force of 146,980 at the 2016
Census).

However, there are still pockets of disadvantage where
it is much more difficult for individuals to transition
from shrinking industry sectors to those which are
experiencing growth.
As would be expected, Health Care and Social
Assistance remains the largest, and fastest growing,
industry in the region.
The GRLLEN is continuing to analyse the Census
data and updates to this article will be released as
that analysis progresses.
1.

Data taken from the ABS labour force survey and Centrelink
data and compiled by the Department of Employment.

Figure 1 - The G21 Region
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THE FUTURE OF WORK
STEM

I’m STEAMED about STEM
Everywhere I look, I still see people talking about the
importance of encouraging young people, particularly
girls, to focus on the STEM subjects at school (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths). While these
subjects are certainly important, they’re not the only
skills and knowledge which will be needed to be
successful in future work.
There is a growing body of research, both academic
and commercial, which explores the various new types
of work which are likely to be created as technology,
artificial intelligence and augmented reality become
as common as the internet is now.
Until recently, the focus of these studies has been
the need for individuals to become more proficient
in building and using technology: thus the focus on
STEM. One of the things which they tend to ignore is
the need for design skills in this process; and design
skills need creativity and entrepreneurial capabilities.
While the need for STEM is certainly true to an extent, in
more recent times, new technologies such as Artificial
Intelligence (AI) have been identified as enablers as
much as ends in themselves, and many researchers
are now indicating that, as well as a need for those
with technological capability, there will also be a need
for people with “human” skills; that is, the ability to
think creatively and critically, to problem-solve and to
communicate and interpret the technology for those
of us who are not that way inclined.
A study conducted by the software company Adobe
which surveyed “2,000 educators and policy makers
from the U.K., Japan, Germany and the U.S., … learned
how the people shaping education and students’
experiences view creative problem solving as a critical
skill set”. The research discovered that “three quarters
of respondents predicted that professions which
require creative problem-solving skills are less likely to
be adversely impacted by automation, underscoring
the urgent need for these skills to be taught in the
classroom to prepare students for jobs of the future”.1
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The likely rise in the need for more “human” jobs was
also identified by IT Service Management company
Service Now which conducted a global survey of
more than 1,850 business leaders and found that “94%
say automation will increase demand for soft skills
such as collaboration, creative problem solving and
communication”, and that “93% say automation frees
employees to be more creative”.2
Another project, undertaken by Accenture Research3,
identified three new categories of jobs which they
believe will be created by growing use of technology.
The first of these are Trainers, who will teach AI
systems how to perform, including understanding
the complexities of human communication and
how to build empathy with the humans using the
system. The second group are Explainers, who will
help business leaders and non-technical professionals
understand how to implement new automation
systems.
The final new group of workers is Sustainers, who will
ensure that any unintended results of using AI are
addressed urgently, ethically and appropriately.
Finally, in a research project undertaken for the NBN,
the Regional Australia Institute concluded that:
•

“The in-demand jobs will be mixing high tech,
personal contact (‘touch’) and care activities;

•

Kids will need a mix of both nerdy digital and soft
personal skills for success in the 2030 job market;
and

•

Future jobs will be flexible, entrepreneurial and
dynamic”.4
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They describe the three types of work which they
believe will categorise the jobs of the future.

We need to stop thinking of
the Creative Industries as being
simply  “arty”.

Firstly, High tech jobs – which require know-how and
specialists, from designing the next drone to teaching,
e.g. electrical engineer, primary school teacher.

This sector certainly includes
the performing and visual arts,
but it also includes any industry
or occupation with a design
component, such as architects,
engineers, and others involved
in automotive design and
industrial design.

Secondly, High touch jobs – which involve do
and deliver, from house renovations to creatively
pursuing a passion, e.g. plumber, personal assistant,
photographer.
And finally, High care jobs - involving personal and
emotional engagement, from looking after young
people to taking care of the household, e.g. childcare
worker, fitness instructor.5
If all of these predictions are to come true, then those
seeking work will require more than just the STEM
skills identified as the priority by so many.
According to the Regional Australia Institute, young
people at school need to be STEAMED; that is, taught:

1.

•

“Hard specialist knowledge skills like Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths, plus
Entrepreneurship, Art and Design – STEAMED.

2.

Soft people skills like critical thinking,
communication, collaboration, connectivity,
creativity, and culture”.6

4.

•

3.

5.
6.

http://news.adobe.com/press-release/creative-cloud/
creative-problem-solving-skills-are-key-tomorrows-jobstodays
https://www.servicenow.com/content/dam/servicenow/
documents/whitepapers/sn-state-of-work-report-2017.pdf
http://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/will-ai-create-as-mayjobs-as-it-eliminates/
Regional Australia Institute, 2016, The Future of Work:
Setting Kids up for Success. p. 3
ibid, p. 3
ibid, p. 4
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The Australian creative workforce8
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At a global level in 2013, this sector “generated
US$2,250b of revenues (3% of world GDP) and 29.5
million jobs”7, with formerly industrial cities such
as Edinburgh, Dundee and Detroit reinventing
themselves as UNESCO Cities of Design. In 2017,
Geelong successfully joined these ranks.
At a national level, the above infographic shows the
importance of the sector.
In Victoria, the State Government recognises that
“Creative services and cultural experiences have
untapped potential to secure social outcomes
but have suffered from lack of investment and coordination to date”9, and has recently developed a
Creative State strategy with five action areas including:

1. backing creative talent;
2. strengthening the creative industries
ecosystem;
3. delivering wider economic and social
impacts;
4. increasing participation and access; and
5. building international engagement.

Finally, 3,730 individuals indicated that they live in the
G21 Region and work in a Creative Industry Sector
either within or outside the region.10
If the G21 Region is to position itself to take advantage
of the new types of work which will be created
by technologies such as artificial intelligence and
augmented reality, as well as through the growing
automation occurring in many industries, then
we must cease focusing on just the STEM needs of
potential employees and start to address the need
to educate people in STEAMED. This will facilitate
the take up of growing opportunities in the many
Creative Industry Sectors as well as in the science and
technology related businesses in the region.
7.

EY 2015, Cultural times: The first global map of cultural
and creative industries, http://www.worldcreative.org/
wp-content/uploads/2015/12/EYCulturalTimes2015_
Download.pdf, p. 15
8. https://thecopycollective.com/wp-content/uploads/
Infographic.jpeg
9. ibid, p. 12
10. Global, national, state and regional data taken from the
Creative Industries Environmental Scan developed by the
GRLLEN in conjunction with Creative Geelong Inc. and
Enterprise Geelong. The Scan is due for release in late April
2018.
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GEELONG CAREERS

The place to go for all things Careers

Geelong Careers, the Go To Place for all Things Careers in Geelong

Geelong Careers was born five years

ago in the imagination of a few
passionate Geelong people.  

We wanted to tell the true story of
our wonderful region to its many
career seekers, young students
and aspirational industry and
government leaders.
At the Geelong Region Local learning and
Employment Network (GRLLEN) we know how
dynamic and fast-growing Geelong really is. The
data we collect shows us this. Geelong’s population
is expected to grow by a third again in the next 15
years. In this fast-paced space, young people ask
us every day: “Where is my future?”
So, we built Geelong Careers, with a live job feed,
eight top trending careers Talent Communities and
a growing stable of good news industry hero stories,
to help inform real career dreams in our region.
Our own GRLLEN dream for Geelong is to see
our early school leaver rate drop by 50%, and
to lift our young people’s achievement rates
across education, training and employment. All
our work revolves around these goals. Geelong
Careers is designed to retain, grow and prepare
our region’s workforce, for its dynamic and rapidly
changing future.
Since its launch in 2013, GRLLEN has continued to
add value to Geelong Careers.
Our Experience for Work for Young People site
offers Vocational Education and Training (VET)
students a range of structured workplace learning
opportunities to support their studies, and perhaps
just as importantly, a link into the larger world of
work in their region as they are explore Geelong
Careers to see where their SWL might lead.
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Over the past 12 months, we have consulted with
regional VET and Careers teachers to create Live
Learn Work Geelong, a three-week unit of work to
help students and teachers navigate Experience for
Work for Young People and maximise the learning
opportunities within Geelong Careers.
We have mapped Live Learn Work Geelong into the
three levels of the Victorian Certificate of Applied
Learning (VCAL): Foundation, Intermediate and
Senior, which we are currently trialling in several
schools in preparation to roll out across the region
in 2018.

Our data: half a million hits a year
While Geelong Careers has made strong education
partnerships, the challenge for us has always been
how to engage the wider community.
With no budget for promotion, we have relied on
social media, user recommendations, and the fact
that we are free to use, for our growth.
Our data tells the story that the Geelong Careers, as
a resource, is being widely shared.
Between January 2017 and February 2018, we had
619,218 job views.
Our live job feed offers the largest daily collection
of job vacancies in the G21 region, posted either
directly by employers or harvested from public sites
including JobSearch, Career One and Adzuna.
The Geelong Careers live job feed offers between
500 and 1000 jobs daily.
We curate our jobs carefully and refresh them
regularly to ensure their validity and currency.
Consequently, our users tell us Geelong Careers has
become the go-to site for all things careers.
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The place to go for all things Careers

Between January 2017 and February 2018 Geelong Careers had:

2,099 employer users

50,050 job seekers users

619,218 job views

3,515 job applications originating from our site
2,600 Facebook members
4,252 subscribers with  whom we  communicate through
bulletin board articles and direct email campaigns

Who is using us?
The Employment Industry
To support Job Actives and the Employment Service
Industry, Geelong Careers has collaborated with
Gforce on a pilot “proof of concept” Professional
Development project.
Over a half day case workers are introduced to the
current and future world of work in the region,
focussing on the data, career pathways and future
directions captured on the Geelong Careers site.
The session is designed to be more than just
an information exchange. Employment Service
Officers have experienced firsthand the frustration
of getting good regional data on trending jobs and
industries.
It’s great to be able to guide them through a take
away resource they can use with their clients every
day. At the same time these career front liners have
much wisdom to share to help shape and inform
the way Geelong Careers grows.

Migrant, Refugee and
International Students
Invited to present to Diversitat’s refugee program,
and to both the Deakin University and the Gordon’s
International Student cohort, Geelong Careers has
introduced all things careers to new residents in
the region.
Francis Chari Antoch came to Geelong last year,
without family.
He said “The place is so new to me.”
But Geelong Careers helped Francis find the
information and connections he needed.
“I achieved my desires to live and study here in this
beautiful Geelong!”
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The place to go for all things Careers

Who is using us?
Career seekers

Business

Debbie Thompson has been a regular visitor to
Geelong Careers over the past six months. About
to take a voluntary redundancy from Target Store
Support Office, Debbie has been keeping an eye
on the opportunities appearing on Geelong Careers
daily live job feed.

In the 12 months from January 2017, 2,099 local
employers of all sizes used Geelong Careers, to
advertise vacancies, manage their applicants and
promote their opportunities without the burden
of high cost and the frustration of often ineffective
paid advertisements.

Like 50,000 other job seekers who used the site
these past 12 months, Debbie uses Geelong
Careers to keep informed on what skills and
experience employers value, and where the
growth opportunities are.

Pip Jankowski from Leisure Networks often utilises
Geelong Careers to source great, local talent.

“I believe the site will be invaluable in finding a new
position when the time comes, which is expected
in the next 3 months. I have also used the site to
recommend positions to fellow colleagues and
forwarded the link where I think it will be helpful.”

As a community resource we want everyone from
the smallest to the largest company in our region,
to be able to access the place where all things
career-related appear.

It is really important for Geelong Careers to remain
free to use.

Debbie Thompson
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GEELONG CAREERS

The place to go for all things Careers

Talent Acquisition

Thought Leadership

Christine Shaw first came across Geelong Careers
working in talent acquisition at Barwon Health.

Geelong Careers will change and grow in 2018. We
will continue to update the site with the latest
Census data, adding in new industry icons to show
how our trending industries have grown over the
past three Censuses: 2006, 2011 and 2016. We
will be adding videos, logos and stories from our
sponsors, changing our layout and adding links to
the ever growing, ever changing world of work in
our region. Guided by our Talent Acquisition Advisory
Committee (TAAC), we will endeavour to grow the
scope of the big picture story about why Geelong
is a great place to live, work, study, and raise your
family; what our TAAC tells us is our Geelong
Environment Value Proposition (EVP).

“Marianne (Messer) made contact and came out
to provide a demonstration. Since then Barwon
Health have used it for advertising every role.” As
Christine moved jobs over the next few years, she
introduced Geelong Careers to her new colleagues
at GMHBA and Deakin.
“I use it to advertise jobs. Also, being involved with
strategic workforce planning I have used the Census
data and economic trend information. I have also
advised people looking for jobs to go there.”
Christine could see the complexity of Geelong
Careers and its scope to tell the big Geelong story.
“I don’t think there is anything else like it in Australia,
maybe even the world. Geelong Careers is already
telling the good story about our region, but it has
the capacity to do more.” Christine contacted the
GRLLEN and helped form an advisory committee
drawn from some of the top employers in the region:
Deakin, Leisure Networks, Barwon Water, TAC,
Barwon Health, Worksafe, NDIA, Epworth, GMHBA,
GenU and the City of Greater Geelong. Within weeks
we had organised a thought leadership event, where
Google for Jobs Australian expert Rebecca Freer
presented on the future of talent acquisition, and
Geelong Careers outlined a sponsorship opportunity
to position our top performing workplaces on our
region’s top performing career site.

Is Geelong Careers a thought leader?
We have been described that way. In 2014 when
we responded to the question our young people
were asking us: “where is my future?”, we hoped to
change the way our region thought about itself. We
hoped to inspire realistic career dreams of a future
that is achievable.
Geelong has an exciting, challenging and surprising
future, so Geelong Careers will continue to share the
real story about Geelong, hoping the answer our
young people, indeed all our career seekers, will
come to is : “My future is here”.

Christine believes time is of the essence. “We know
other companies are setting up head offices in
Geelong in the future, and talent in Australia is
already in short supply. This means Geelong will
continue to lag behind other regions unless we
act now. Geelong Careers offers the vehicle for
collaboration, innovation and future thinking to
ensure we attract the best talent But we need to
stay on the front foot.”
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GEELONG CAREERS
Social Media

Geelong Careers Social Media Snapshot
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ELN

Preparing Geelong for the future

Expansive Learning Network
When the Expansive Learning Network first began,
back in 2012, it was designed to tackle the big picture
issues, such as the future of work, lifelong learning,
building cultural intelligence and creativity and
entrepreneurship – and that was just in its inaugural
year!
From there, it continued to grow, attracting highly
credentialed speakers and workshopping a range of
issues.
After a brief hiatus, the ELN was revitalised in late
2016, and in 2017 two events were held – one
looking at the impact of the growing ‘gig economy’
and what it meant for our region’s future workforce,
and #InstaConnect, which brought together a range
of local service providers and invited young people
to explore and connect with the services available
to help them transition into further education and
training.
‘Exploring the gig economy’ invited attendees to
‘Discover, Explore, Participate’ in a wide-ranging
discussion about how gig work is defined, how
it is changing the way we work, and how we best
prepare young people to successfully navigate and
participate in it.
Our speakers presented a broad range of
perspectives on the topic, with Researcher-inResidence Maeve Noonan kicking things off with a
presentation on the background data behind the
growth of gig work.
Ross George, of Austeng, discussed the impact of
the gig economy from an employer’s perspective,
and how it had changed the way he conducted
business and shaped his workforce.
Sue Cartwright, from Communication Tree, took
us through the challenges of building a career in
the gig economy, and trying to maintain that allimportant work-life balance, particularly as a working
mother.
1.

Wayne Elliot, from Netgain chatted with Naomi
Lawrance, a graduate of the NEIS (New Enterprise
Incentive Scheme) program about the experience of
starting up a business.
Colin Vernon, from Geelong Trades Hall, took
the audience through the challenges workers
currently face with the growth in casualisation and
underemployment.
The event was concluded with a discussion of
what issues had been raised by the speakers, and a
Q&A session, with many in attendance noting the
difficulties of adequately defining ‘gig work’, and
how the education system needs to adapt to help
students prepare for a future of work where the old
dream of working their way up the corporate ladder,
with one company, for most of their working life, has
been completely turned on its head. The Foundation
for Young Australians (FYA), estimates that the new
generation of workers will work 17 jobs across five
different careers in their working life1. How do we
adequately prepare them for this? What are the skills
our young people need to develop to allow them to
move across industries and careers?
Plans were in place for further exploration of this
topic – looking at the growth of creative industries,
how advancements in technology, automation,
robotics and AI have disrupted the workforce and also
provided opportunities for exciting and dynamic new
careers, what infrastructure and resources are needed
to assist individuals working in a gig environment (eg.
Superannuation, applying for loans), and the impact
of being a gig worker on the individual. However,
hosting ELN events requires funds – to enable us to
bring in expert speakers, and all the associated costs.
Operating on a limited budget has meant that, at
this point in time, future ELN events are on hold. To
continue having these important discussions, the
ELN needs an injection of funds. We are exploring
opportunities for this, and will keep our members
updated on any progress we make.

The Foundation for Young Australians, 2017, The New Work Order
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TICKET TO WORK
Employable Me

Employable Me
Have you seen the ABC TV program,
“Employable Me”? It’s heart-warming
to watch as young people with
disability grapple with all sorts of
barriers to achieve their dream of
having a job. The program shows
that people with a range of different
disabilities make outstanding
employees – it’s just a matter of
identifying their unique strengths.
The program shows that there are sympathetic
employers who think outside the box and are
prepared to go the extra mile to secure the right
employee. There are also people in the community
who can help.
This is the premise of the Ticket to Work Network.

Ticket to Work, an initiative of the National Disability
Services, uses a localised, person-centred approach.
It brings together a local network of organisations to
collaboratively prepare young people with disability
for the world of work mainly through School-based
Apprenticeships and Traineeships combined with
transition-focused curriculum, career development,
work preparation and work experience.
Ticket to Work is an evidenced based intervention.
Studies have consistently shown that participating in
work while at school is the number one indicator of
post-school employment outcomes for young people
with disability. Studies also show that participating in
work during school significantly lowers absenteeism
and dropout rates.
Our local Ticket to Work involves both ‘mainstream’
and special schools, Careers Coordinators and PSD
Coordinators (Program for Students with Disability),
and the Gordon TAFE is on board.

‘Ticket to Work’ Network Meeting
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Passport 2 Employment

Passport 2 Employment
The invaluable Passport 2
Employment program, an
initiative of the National
Disability Coordination Officer,
helps to prepare young people,
increasing their confidence, life
and employability skills.
For the past two years, 20 young people from a variety
of schools have attended a seven-week program.

“Not everyone attends the monthly meetings all the
time but the distribution list is huge and things are
slowly changing. There is a quiet revolution going on
in Geelong!” says the new Ticket to Work Coordinator
at the LLEN, Catherine Farrell.
According to Robyn Dolheguy, Project Manager and
Partnership Broker at the LLEN, “It is a complicated
space and there is a lot of change. We are all working
together to improve transitions from school for
young people with disability. It’s about breaking
down siloes and sharing good practice. There is
an economic imperative for people with disability
to work and it will make Australia and our region a
better place.”

One day a week, young people with disability focus
on presentation and communication skills, work
readiness and resumes. They engage in workplace
tours and meet dozens of employers at a mock
interview day.
At the end of the program they are well-prepared to
step into work experience or employment. Passport
2 Employment and Ticket to Work complement each
other, Passport 2 Employment by preparing young
people for work, and members of the Ticket to Work
Network by identifying employers for job-ready
students.
Young people and their parents are now aspiring to
jobs in the open employment market and this is the
ethos which underpins both Ticket to Work and the
National Disability Insurance Scheme.
The local Ticket to Work Network relies heavily on
employers and those who work with employers,
like the Diversity Field Officers (an initiative of the
Australian Federation of Disability Organisations and
Deakin University), group training companies, the
Australian Apprenticeship Support Network and the
Disability Employment Services.
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TICKET TO WORK

Young People with Disability

1,000 jobs for Young People with Disability
Over one thousand young people with disability
have found work thanks to the national Ticket to Work
Network coordinated by National Disability Services.
Ticket to Work links schools, employment services
and employers to young jobseekers with disability
allowing them to focus on their employment dreams
in a safe and supportive environment. In Geelong, the
local network is coordinated by the GRLLEN.
Carter Hardiman, a Year 11 student at St Ignatius
College Geelong, found his Deakin University
placement life changing. “It opened my eyes to what
working in IT is like in a large work place. I learned
about how flexible IT servicing can be, using remote
access through networks. I have a much better idea
about where my IT skills might lead me in the future.”

Deakin University’s Toby Durden, Carter’s employer,
benefitted too. “We took Carter to shadow a range of
technicians throughout our three campuses. It was
really good for us to understand how his generation
thinks, how they want to work, and to evaluate the
cultural changes we need to make to encompass
their needs.”
Although they are already disability access friendly,
Carter’s placement also highlighted how Deakin
campuses could improve.
“Carter is a really switched on, really bright young
person. He has wonderful qualities we could happily
work with in the future.”

Across Australia there is an unacceptably high rate of
unemployment for people with disability – and it’s
not for lack of desire.
NDS Chief Executive Dr Ken Baker said “Many people
with disability want to work, but too often they face
barriers – like physical access and attitudes – and
can feel locked out from jobs. If they are discouraged
from engaging with the world of work when young,
they are more likely to be dependent on welfare over
the long-term. Ticket to Work shows us that with the
right encouragement and support young people
with disability can thrive in employment. Boosting
employment opportunities for people with disability
must be a priority for governments.”
Data shows the number one indicator of whether
young people participate in employment post-school
is experiencing work while at school.
Carter’s mum Tina observed first-hand the benefits
from Carter’s Work placement. “Ticket to Work made
Carter’s school studies much more interesting.
Suddenly his Year 12 subject choices were clearer as
he could see where he wanted to go and how he
could get there.”
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Tina Hardiman visits son Carter and employer Toby Durden at their
Deakin Geelong Waterfront campus Ticket to Work placement.

www.tickettowork.org.au
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TICKET TO WORK
The Facts

The need for Ticket to Work
Percentage of young people who are still
in their SbAT or have completed

In Victoria, there are 121,378
school students with disability.
The gap between the life
outcomes of these young
people compared to their
non-disabled peers has
widened in the last 10 years.

Australia

2014 - 2016

86 %

Victoria

2014 - 2016

91%

Geelong Region

2016 - 2017

89 %

The Data
Number of young people with disability
who have started a School based
Apprenticeship / Traineeship (SbAT)

Number of employers involved

Australia

2014 - 2016

781

Australia

2014 - 2016

701

Victoria

2014 - 2016

127

Victoria

2014 - 2016

48

Geelong Region

2016 - 2017

18

Geelong Region

2016 - 2017

*31
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TICKET TO WORK
The Facts

Number of young people who have
commenced work experience or workplace
preparation activities
Australia

2014 - 2016

767

Victoria

2014 - 2016

147

Geelong Region

2016 - 2017

59
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Longitudinal data
A recent independent evaluation found that Ticket
to Work is providing positive social and economic
outcomes to young people. The long-term impact
outcomes for Victorian participants of SbATs included:
•

Just under 50% increase in Year 12 completion
rates;

•

Young people that had participated in Ticket
to Work SbAT were 4 times more likely to be in
employment than those that did not participate
in Ticket to Work;

•

Experienced higher levels of social participation,
quality of life and well-being.
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ON TRACK CONNECT
In Review

On Track 2017
On Track is an annual large-scale survey designed
to monitor the destination outcomes of year 12
or equivalent completers and early school leavers
six months after leaving school. This information
provides insights into post school destinations and
pathways and highlights the diversity of pathways
young people pursue after leaving secondary school.
The survey involves students from all Victorian school
sectors.
It is important to note that young people need to
provide consent to participate in this survey and
once contacted may decide to opt out of this process.
The data provides an accurate snapshot of what
young people are doing in the months after the end
of the school year. It recognises young people find
themselves on a range of different pathways and that
not all young people make a successful post school
transition immediately after leaving school. The data
only reflects the destination of those young people
who consented to take part, at the date of the survey.
This may differ from their expectations at the time
of finishing school or their circumstances since the
survey.
In addition to collecting destination data, the On Track
survey identifies young people who may need further
help in reaching their career goals. Young people
who - at the time of the survey - were not in full time
employment, or education and training, are offered a
referral for additional assistance. This referral service
is called On Track Connect. Young people who accept
this offer of support are referred to the LLEN in the
area in which they live.
The results from this survey are organised by Local
Government Area (LGA) and makes for very interesting
reading. The data can be found at this link:

www.education.vic.gov.au/ontrack
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Young people in Geelong Region
LLEN catchment area
(Note: there are no secondary colleges in the Borough of Queenscliff
or in the southern part of Golden Plains Shire. Young people who
reside in these areas generally attend schools in the Greater Geelong
or Surf Coast LGAs)

Given that young people need to provide consent to
participate in the survey it is important to know how
many young people did so. For the purposes of this
article it is worth noting the following:

Year 12 or equivalent
Completers
Total year 12 or equivalent
completers
Consented to participate
Responded to survey
Response rate

Early School Leavers
Total early school leavers
Consented to participate
Responded to survey
Response rate

Greater
Surf Coast
Geelong
Shire
Region
2584
68
2199
1316
50.9 %

51
34
50.0 %

Greater
Surf Coast
Geelong
Shire
Region
730
23
466
12
138
4
18.9 %
17.4 %

From this initial pool of early school leavers and Year
12 or equivalent completers, a number who requested
further help or support were then referred on to the
GRLLEN.

On Track Connect
On Track Connect (OTC) is a Victoria-wide service that
utilises the Network of LLENs to establish contact with
those young people who have asked for assistance,
help them to identify their career and pathway
interests, and offer advice and referral to appropriate
local services. Unfortunately, many young people
choose not to accept the offer of additional support.
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ON TRACK CONNECT
In Review

Young people in Geelong Region
LLEN catchment area
The number of young people from our LLEN
catchment that requested further support was small.
From the 1,492 Year 12 (or equivalent) completers
and early school leavers who consented to complete
the On Track survey, only 35 Year 12 (or equivalent)
completers and 11 early school leavers were referred
to the GRLLEN. This represented an almost 50%
reduction in referrals from the 2016 survey cohort.
Other data sources suggest that there are at least 250
young people who exit our local school system each
year without having completed their year 12 or an
equivalent qualification.
With this in mind, it is clear that we need new and
better ways to capture information and track the
destinations of those young people who leave their
school education without having made a stable
transition to the next step to adulthood. Data from
some of our leading youth agencies indicates that
many young people will require access to and support
from a transition service until such time that they are
fully participating in the economic and social life of
their communities.

What did we learn from the            
On Track Connect cohort in 2017?
Young people are notoriously hard to contact. GRLLEN
was provided with the personal email addresses and
mobile phone numbers for 46 young people but,
as it turned out not all of these contact points were
actually active or connected!
A benchmark of five attempts to contact young
people was established at the outset. This was to
include various times of the day and evening and
using all the contact options that were available –
phone, text, email. In the end we could only contact
37 young people.

As in previous years, the phone conversations with
young people provided some interesting insights!
When asked why they had agreed to be referred to
their LLEN for support some young people said they
thought they needed support at the time but things
had since changed.
Only one young person was prepared to have their
details passed on to a referral organisation and none
were prepared to have an appointment set up for
them.
Of the year 12 school completers who were contacted,
five said they had deferred tertiary studies until 2018
and that they were taking a Gap Year. Their plans
involved a mixture of overseas travel and work. Most
had kept the jobs they held whilst at school and either
increased their hours and/or added additional parttime work to the mix.
There were three young people in the process of
entering either the armed services or the police
force and two were about to commence or had
commenced an apprenticeship or traineeship.
Nearly all the young people contacted were still living
at home.
Very few of the young people who were looking
for employment had registered with Centrelink as a
jobseeker or sought out other job support services.
Most of the young people had elected to avoid
Centrelink at all costs!
Several young people said that they had been
handing out resumes to local retailers, supermarkets
and hospitality venues or had been job searching via
the newspaper and online. Some said they were still
waiting to hear back from companies as to whether
they were successful but had not followed up.
To provide some additional support and connect
these young people with local services, the LLEN’s
Expansive Learning Network hosted #InstaConnect,
attracting 60 young people aged 16-25 and a wide
range of local organisations who provide support,
training and assistance with getting young people
into work.
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H&CS

Growing the Workforce

Growing the Health & Community Services Workforce
A recent article from the ABC confirms that the
Health and Community Services sector is “now the
single-biggest employer and largest contributor to
employment in every state.” The H&CS Sector has the
highest rate of employment growth of any sector in
Geelong and is forecast to grow by 22% by 2020.
The sector is critically important to the Geelong
region’s profile and identity. How does our community
ensure that Geelong is recognised for an exceptional
and highly skilled H&CS workforce?
The LLEN first turned its attention to this sector in
2011 when funding from the Department of Health
enabled a broad reaching program to be developed.
Taking a Collective Impact approach, the LLEN set
about attracting partners whose interests in growing a
skilled H&CS workforce were aligned. A diverse group
of people came together to work on a collaborative
and strategic approach to workforce development.
Momentum built slowly at first but a regional
approach emphasising ‘cooperative competition’
helped to grow the program which now engages
all 26 local secondary schools, Registered Training
Organisations including the Gordon TAFE, Deakin
University and over 50 employers.
Skilling the Bay has funded the LLEN to deliver
the program, now called Growing the Health &
Community Services Workforce, for the last four years.
In this time, over 1200 school students have been
involved with most of them (82% in 2017) confirming
their intention to pursue a career in the sector when
they finish school.
The program specifically targets young people
while they are still at school and it encompasses
strategies to reach parents and teachers too. A series
of structured awareness raising activities are planned
and implemented with partners. Through ‘Tasters’,
work experience and vocational programs like VET
and School based Traineeships students develop
a range of basic skills and test their aptitude for the
sector in supportive workplace environments.
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Well-informed young people progress through
vocational programs or higher education to provide a
long-term supply of workers to the sector. The ageing
workforce is bolstered by new, young workers and
labour shortages are addressed by employees who
know what to expect and are less likely to change
their minds.
Obviously, the program is doing something right to
interest, engage and inspire young people. The number
of enrolments into relevant vocational programs has
increased and the proportion of students successfully
completing is consistently high (86% in 2017). This is
testament to the partnership approach with many
organisations working hard to mentor young people
and provide valuable experiences.
A strategic approach enables employers to address
their workforce needs, including the desire for
diversity. ‘Under-resourced’ young people are
specially encouraged and supported to be involved
in the program. In the last four years, over 50% of
students who have participated are either Aboriginal,
have a disability, live in a low SES area, or are recent
immigrants (including refugees).
The industry collaboration underpinning the program
is significant with a cross-sectoral Advisory Committee
informing the development of an annual Action Plan
designed to deliver on project outcomes. Employers
specialising in acute health, allied health, disability,
mental health, aged care, homelessness and children
and families take an active role in different aspects of
program delivery.
“I had the unenviable task of putting a dollar figure
to each employer contribution from being involved
in simulated work experience to hosting students for
Structured Workplace Learning. In the end, the figures
alone told an important story. The in-kind support
of employers to this program is substantial and is
estimated to be worth $1.5m annually,” says Robyn
Dolheguy, Project Manager and Partnership Broker at
the LLEN.
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Growing the Workforce

“Net population growth, the ageing
population, medical advancements
increasing life expectancy and the
rising incidence of preventable
disease mean that the healthcare
sector (comprising medical
professionals, para-professionals,
allied health workers and specialist
support roles) is experiencing
exponential growth.
Compounding this growth is the
changing nature of skills required
by the healthcare workforce due to
rapid advancements in technology;
introduction of innovative new
patient care models redefining
the role of healthcare workers;
and an impending skills crisis as
large numbers of the healthcare
workforce reach retirement age.”

Figure 2: City of Greater Geelong:
Change in Industry of Employment 2006-16
[Source: http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/D3310114.nsf/Home/
Census?OpenDocument&ref=topBar]

The Gordon (2018)

Figure 1: City of Greater Geelong: Population Growth 2016 - 2036
[Source: www.profile.id.com.au]

Figure 3: Victoria: Change in Industry of Employment 2006-16
[Source: http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/D3310114.nsf/Home/
Census?OpenDocument&ref=topBar]
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Growing the Workforce

Diagram of the Careers in Community Services & Health early
workforce development program

Madison Boysen-Roberts at work at headspace (employed by
Gforce recruitment), as part of her Cert III in Community Services.
Madison hopes to move into a Cert IV in Youth Work once she has
completed her traineeship.

‘Careers in Health’ stimulated work experience at Barwon Health

Growing the Health & Community Services Workforce
Project (Previously known as Careers in Community
Services & Health Program)

Student Participation
2014 (second half)
2017
to 2017

Experience Community Services ‘Tasters’

25

99

All non-accredited program participation

87

306

207

895

Under-resourced students* non - accredited programs

70 %

81 %

Under-resourced students* accredited programs

40 %

54 %

VET and SbAT completion rates

86 %

87.3 %

Interest in continuing with CS&H as a career

82 %

N/A: 2016 = 80 %

Accredited program participation (VET and SbATs)

* Under-resourced students: low SES (SEIFA score), Aboriginal, refugee / English as an Additional Language, disability
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Growing the Workforce

Growing the Health & Community Services Advisory Committee
Members of the Growing the Health & Community
Services Advisory Committee talk about the program.

“The good will and unity of purpose
embedded in the Growing the Health and
Community Services Workforce collaboration
is a testament to the quality of leadership
provided by the GRLLEN and the buy-in of
stakeholders across the sector; a fabulous
collaboration.”
Chris Goy

“The Community Services Sector is often
seen as the ‘poor cousin’ when compared
to the Health Sector. Many young people
and their parents aspire to professional roles
via university pathways. The benefit of this
program is that the Community Services
Sector is given equal precedence, where skills
and attitudes are recognised as transferable.
Students and school teachers alike also
experience for themselves the variety of roles
in this sector.”
Megan Peacock,
Manager Research &
Development

Skilling
the Bay

GenU

“St John of God Geelong hospital is committed
to the Geelong community. We want to see
local young people thrive and we want to
play our part in preparing young people for
work in the demanding acute health sector.
We are proud to have offered employment to
graduates of this program.”

“I am new to the Advisory Committee but I can
see that working on a common agenda with
a planned approach is valuable for our region
and the Health and Community Services
Sector. We are working together to offer
genuine support and collaboration.”

Dinie Macrea,
Learning & Development Manager

St John of God
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Jess Sharp,
Talent & Acquisition Manager

GMHBA
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“It is so important to attract young Aboriginal
people to the Health & Community Services
Sector. We know that Aboriginal people are
more likely to access services and be more
comfortable when they do if community
members are the workers. It’s one way of
closing the health gap between Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal people.”
Kerrie Alsop,
Women’s Health Worker,
Wathaurong Aboriginal Cooperative

“This program keeps a spotlight on the largest
employing sector in our community – the
magnitude of opportunities for our young
people and variety of roles. Our students and
many others from schools across Geelong
have an opportunity to visit workplaces and
be involved in real life situations to assist their
career planning. I congratulate the LLEN for
putting together such a large and complex
program with so many employer partners.”
Glenn Davey,
Principal

Wathaurong
Health Services

Geelong
High School

“DHHS has recognised the value of this
program from the beginning and continues to
share intelligence with the LLEN as the H&CS
Sector grows and changes. This program is
real workforce innovation, starting early with
potential candidates and engaging them in the
right way with the support of diverse partners.”

“This program is a standout for two important
reasons: it is tracking completions from
VET programs not just enrolments and it is
surveying participating students about their
future intentions with regard to a career in the
Health & Community Services Sector. It is a
tribute to this program that Geelong has 40%
of all School based Traineeships in H&CS in the
state. That amounts to a lot more students who
really understand what it is like to work in the
sector.”

Helen Walsh,
Senior Project Officer

Mark Pullin,
VET Program Manager

Dept. of Health &
Human Services
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H&CS

Growing the Workforce

“The Gordon can testify to the fact that
Certificate III level enrolments in all Community
Services programs have increased since
the advent of this program. We aim to work
with partners to provide students with the
best possible experience – tutorial support,
mentoring from experienced trainers and
opportunities in the workplace. An unexpected
outcome has been an influx of parents
and siblings wanting to enrol after being
introduced to the sector via their school aged
young person.”

“Succession planning is a strategic focus at
Barwon Health, building talent pipelines for our
future. This program ticks all the boxes.”
Jacinta Kenny,
Workforce Advisor

Andrew Palmer,
Enterprise Manager,
Living Well Enterprise

Barwon Health
Gordon TAFE
“The Health Sector will rely increasingly on
Allied Health Assistants going forward. We
are working with this program and the LLEN’s
many partners to provide school students with
the right knowledge, skills and attitude for this
role and others like it.”

“This program provides more than information
about the Health & Community Services Sector,
it provides a practical, hands-on opportunity
for our students to experience the sector
they are potentially interested in. This is how
careers programs help young people to make
informed decisions about their future. This
very worthwhile program provides visits to
workplaces and applied learning activities by
linking to a number of supportive partners.”

Tracy Smith,
Program Manager,
Life Sciences

Bruce Connor,
Work & Further Education
Coordinator

Gordon TAFE

St Ignatius
College
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H&CS

Growing the Workforce

“The program helps to de-mystify lesser
known roles in Health, like my discipline,
Occupational Therapy. Young people who
went to school in Geelong and live and work
here have been highlighted and captured on
You Tube for other young people to see and
emulate. Pathways into university showcasing
the modern health workforce and the role of
assistive technologies are critical.”
Dr Genevieve Pepin,
Associate Professor,
Faculty of Health

Deakin
University
“Gforce is happy to be working with the LLEN
and all of the partners in this program to offer
young people a start in Geelong’s biggest
industry sector. We are committed to giving
the students the best possible experience in
the workplace and mentoring the students
so that they can complete and take the next
step on their pathway to being an exceptional
employee in the Health and Community
Services sector.”
Lucy O’Reilly,
General Manager
People & Safety

Hannah Lesueur speaking at the Experience Community Services
graduation. Hannah completed Certificate III in Community
Services as a School based Trainee in 2012 and went on to study
psychology at university. Salvo Northside hosted Hannah when she
was at school and offered her employment
when she completed her degree.

Gforce
Recruitment
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SWL

Structured Workplace Learning

SWL Geelong - A Trending Industry Focus
For the GRLLEN’s (Geelong Region Local Learning
and Employment Network’s) SWL team it’s all about
getting young people a foot hold in a career with
promise for the future.
“Every region has its trending industries”, explains
Kylie Fox, “we have eight. We know these are either
skill shortages now or will be in the future. This gives
us confidence that placing our VET students in these
industries offers them a real opportunity to have
sustainable career dreams about their future.”
GRLLEN has developed its own SWL site, ‘Experience
for Work for Young People’ where each SWL
opportunity is clearly mapped into the region’s big
picture, adding value to DET’s SWL Statewide Portal.
“We want our region’s students to be thinking about
how their SWL is the first step along a lifelong career
pathway, so we place our experiences in the broader
landscape of Geelong Careers. This is our regional
career site, where students can access a live job feed
and industry specific data on trending careers and
how to access them. Gaining this perspective can
energise students, as they begin to map their own
career interests into dynamic regional opportunities
they may not have considered before.”
Belmont High School student Caleb Witthaus loved
his VET Automotive studies at The Gordon TAFE but
was in danger of disengaging from the rest of his
schooling. “I just couldn’t see the point.”
SWL at Belmont Mowers Galore has made all the
difference.
“Every Friday I get the chance to try out the
mechanical skills I am learning at my VET Auto course
in a real workplace.” Caleb’s workplace confidence
has spilled over into his school studies where he now
sees the value of completing education and training
in his chosen career pathway.
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What Caleb couldn’t know was how much his SWL
was helping his boss Terry Hickleten. “We are always
looking for the right team member.”
Careers that Move, which includes mechanics and
small engines, is regionally trending and employing
more than 5,000 people. Terry’s workshop services
fuel injected engines on machinery worth up to
$35,000.
“When we agreed to offer Caleb a SWL it gave us the
chance to trial him and see if he was a good fit for
our business.” Terry finds the traditional interview and
resume recruitment pathway unreliable. “This is a 4
year apprenticeship, the same as motor mechanics,
and we need to make sure our apprentice is committed
and genuinely interested.”
Every Friday Caleb showed Terry what he needed to
see.
”Caleb you can tell is a good kid. He genuinely
wants to work, and he is respectful. I am looking for
someone who likes fixing things … actually working
on engines. I just need a good young person. I can
teach them the rest.”
GRLLEN’s Jo Harris, who played a pivotal role in
getting all the players together, had the joy of telling
Caleb the great news - Terry will offer him a full-time
apprenticeship to start in 2018! “This is the best part
of the job for me. It has turned Caleb’s life around.
Terry just loved him and Mum is so happy.” Jo believes
strongly in her GRLLEN role of bringing SWL students
and regional employers together.
“It takes a lot of work, but it is the only way. The
power of trending industries is that students are
being offered a career path where we know there is
employment in that industry.” In a region which has
a lower than national average year 12 retention rate
and 29% of 15 to 24 year old’s have not completed
a Certificate III qualification or higher it seems more
important than ever.
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SWL

Case Study

Caleb Witthaus, Belmont High School Student

“… I get the chance to try out
the mechanical skills I am
learning at my VET Auto course
in a real workplace.”
Caleb Witthaus,

Belmont High School Student
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AT RISK YOUTH
Working Party

The evolution of the work of the At Risk Youth Working Party
It was November 2016 when the GRLLEN was
approached by Senior Sergeant Tony Francis from
Victoria Police. Tony was concerned that youth
disengagement seemed to be increasing year after
year, leading to increases in crime and drug use, and
increases in homelessness and unemployment. Tony
said, “my view is that there are a lot of agencies doing
a lot of good work but there is minimal collaboration
across all agencies to assist youth to reengage and
find work. I think the solution is joining the cogs”. The
GRLLEN stepped into the breach, facilitating a regional
meeting that enabled Tony and his colleagues to table
a draft Youth Development Pathway.
That first meeting drew 35 people from across
government departments, education, training and
employment services, and youth and community
groups. In February 2017, the group met again and
agreed that their primary focus should be “to support
vulnerable young people (16-25) who, through a
combination of their stage of life, individual, family
and community circumstances and barriers to
participation, are at risk of not realising their potential
to achieve positive life outcomes”. In other words, the
group would work together to support these young
people to make a successful transition to adulthood.

Dr. Jude Walker discussing this work with Rotary Geelong.

It’s a tangled web!
Identifying the range of activities and programs,
which agencies and services were funded to deliver
them, and which groups of young people they were
aimed at, was a challenging task!

A quick brainstorm with people working in the sector identified over
100 services and groups

The situation was further complicated by the array
of programs funded variously by State and Federal
government, in addition to locally supported
initiatives. A couple of Rotary Clubs joined the
working party and were faced with the task of not
only making sense of the jargon, but also grappling
with the complexity of the youth services sector.
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AT RISK YOUTH
Working Party

Finding a starting point
Barwon Child, Youth and Family brought some of their
data to the table, in an attempt to help us identify a
starting point for joint work:

Tonight there will be
approximately 200 young
people requiring homelessness
assistance in Barwon
catchment (that we know
of through the Youth Entry
Point). Over 600 young people
requiring homelessness
support in Geelong each year.

85% of young people
seeking housing support
are not engaged in any form
of education, training or
employment.

Youth unemployment has
become a significant issue and
more so for young people who
are experiencing disadvantage.
$15,000 per annum for
additional costs to community
– health and justice alone.

A Potential Approach
The working party could see that a comprehensive
plan was needed to help navigate a path forward. It
was clear from the combined experience of the group
that the longer-term goal needed to be a major
rethink about the youth services system in the region.

1600 young people annually
are not adequately engaged
and supported in a pathway to
a positive future.
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AT RISK YOUTH
Working Party

Getting to a Plan
The Department of Health and Human Services is
well represented on the At Risk Youth working party
and suggested that an appropriate place to start
in developing a regional plan was to undertake
Investment Logic Mapping (ILM), a “process for applying
simple, common-sense ideas and practices that help
organisations and communities to direct their resources
and achieve the best outcomes from their investments. It
is grounded on three principles:
1. The best way to pool knowledge is through an
informed discussion that brings together those
people with the most knowledge of a subject;
2. The ‘investment story’ is best depicted on a single
page using language and concepts that can be
understood by a lay person; and
3. Each investment should have clearly defined benefits
that align with the outcomes the group is seeking”.
ILM was just the solution we had been looking for!

Workshop 1: Problem statement

The process involves a three-workshop series, the
first two of which have been undertaken.
•

Workshop 1: Getting to the core problem
statement

•

Workshop 2: Providing the evidence base for the
problem and identifying the critical elements to
be addressed.

Preparation for Workshop 3: Identifying our Solution
– is underway.
While the ILM process is progressing, the region
has already begun to gather its thoughts and build
momentum for a Community-wide Plan.
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Workshop 2: Identifying critical elements
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AT RISK YOUTH
Working Party

The Youth Matters Forum
In February 2018, with leadership from Barwon
Child, Youth & Family, the community came
together for the inaugural Barwon Region Youth
Matters Forum.
The Forum aimed to discuss the extent and
impact of youth disadvantage in the community,
harnessing the passion and will of the community
to respond collectively to the challenges and
issues raised. The problems are complex, and there
are no quick fixes or short-term solutions, but the
community is committed to taking action.

The next step is the development of the Barwon
Vulnerable Youth Strategy comprising a three
themed approach including:
•

Youth Housing and Homelessness

•

Education, Training and Employment

•

Service Coordination – Building a Continuum of
Support.

The First Cut of the Plan
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AT RISK YOUTH
Working Party

At Risk Youth Working Party

Developing the Barwon Vulnerable Youth Strategy
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ROTARY FOR YOUTH

L2P Program

Rotary steps up to the ‘P’late
Rotary Clubs & L2P
After hearing about the barriers facing local youth,
the Rotary Clubs of Geelong and Highton stepped up,
providing a much-needed injection of funds to the
very successful L2P program in the Geelong region.
They agreed to fund one vehicle for two years, at a cost
of $7,000, enabling the acceleration of this program,
reducing the waiting list, and enabling an expansion
of the mentor volunteer numbers.
The program recently granted its 200th mentor.
L2P focuses on young people without access to
a vehicle, helping them gain their probationary
licence, an essential prerequisite for many jobs.
This independence allows the young people who
graduate from the program to travel to job interviews,
and get themselves to and from work.
Rotary Club Geelong have also donated a further
$2,500 to support the cost of ancillaries to help young
people fund workbooks, cost of tests, and to overcome
other barriers to gaining their licence.
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The GRLLEN continues
very important Geelon

PRIORITY PROJECTS
Storyteller

The STORYTELLER: MEERNOOK Learning Program
Background
THE STORYTELLER game has been under development
for nearly 15 years as an educational resource.
In practical form, the game has been utilised in
many contexts since 2010 – including education,
community, justice and health settings - with both
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal participants.
In 2017 DHHS provided a small grant to the GRLLEN to
support an action research project which utilised The
Storyteller game, and the experience of creator Glenn
Shea, to:
•

gain an understanding of the impediments to
developing culturally safe out-of-home care
(particularly residential care) for young Aboriginal
people;

•

trial approaches to developing greater cultural
understanding amongst workers in the sector;

•

and to propose further stages in utilising The
Storyteller Game as a catalyst.

Over a four-month period Glenn undertook extensive
consultation with the local Aboriginal community
in readiness to take The Storyteller into the services
delivering out of home care. Glenn has now visited
each of the sites and spent time playing the Board
game with interested workers, taking advice on how
best to use The Storyteller to support workers in their
care roles and ultimately to strengthen the cultural
knowledge base and connection to community for
young Aboriginal people in this sector.

It takes a Community to Care for Our Kids

Glenn Shea

The Storyteller

The Storyteller Game

“A big part of cultural delivery is making sure that all peoples have the opportunity to engage in
knowledge and understanding of Aboriginal people, society and culture from a generic and nonpolitical perspective through active learning pathways and enjoy their cultural experience as they
build their Indigenous knowledge base. It’s great to work collaboratively with community service
providers to get the best outcome for our Indigenous and non-indigenous colleagues”.
Inventor/Facilitator THE STORYTELLER Indigenous Cultural Education Resource (THE STORYTELLER
game) ~ Glenn Shea.
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PRIORITY PROJECTS
The Geelong Project

The Geelong Project (TGP)
The Geelong Project (TGP) ‘Community of Schools
and Services’ (COSS) model of early intervention is a
leading exemplar of what is being called collective
impact - in which a community’s support resources
work collaboratively to a common vision / agenda
and a practice framework using the same data
measurement tools (placed based, data informed
practice with a strong measurement of outcomes.)
The recent Interim report launched at Barwon Child,
Youth & Family’s (BCYF) Youth Matters conference in
February, outlines evidence of significant prevention
of homelessness;

Decline in Geelong homelessness
Between 2013- 2016, the number of
adolescents entering the Specialist
Homelessness Service System in
Geelong declined by 40% from 10
year baseline of 230 to a new postTGP baseline of about 130 cases.

Homelessness within Pilot Schools
Of the young people presenting as
homeless at the Youth Entry Point
during 2016;
• only six were students from the
three pilot schools. (The three
pilot schools were selected because
about 60% of homeless youth
seemed to come from these schools
and their catchment areas);
• another 22 were early school
leavers from the pilot schools who
became homeless after leaving
school;
• 80% of young clients came from
other areas and schools.

Minister Gayle Tierney and Ms Christine (Chris)
Couzens MP with The Geelong Project Executive
team at Parliament House
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PRIORITY PROJECTS
The Geelong Project

The Geelong Project (TGP)
There is evidence that the support TGP offers at-risk
students has resulted in improved school engagement:
•

Early school leaving has been reduced by about
20% for the three pilot schools. In 2013, more
students left school early from the three pilot
schools than the other 9 State Secondary schools
in Geelong. By 2016, that had been reversed – the
majority of early school leavers came from the
non-pilot schools.

•

The school disengagement indicator has showed a
shift to improving school engagement since 2013
– from 8.9% at high risk of school disengagement,
or an estimated 197 students to 4.6%, or about
100 students – this is a 50% improvement for this
cohort.

Actions for further development:
•

Current proposal to expand TGP to a further 4
Geelong State Secondary schools through the
Barwon Regional Partnership – the Geelong Region
LLEN has been critical in advancing this proposal
and has played a key role in the TGP Executive
Governance Committee in development of the
project.

Professor David Mackenzie at review meeting for ‘The Geelong
Project’
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Professor David Mackenzie and Pete Jacobson
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PRIORITY PROJECTS
The Geelong Project

Breaking News
State Government budget
announcement on 1st May 2018, of
“$2.8million for the coordination and
expansion of  The Geelong Project
– centralising youth support and
delivering pre-crisis help across four
more government secondary schools
in Barwon”.

‘The Geelong Project’ operational team:
Colleen, Steph, James, Taryn and Annette

[Source: Barwon Regional Partnership budget Fact Sheet]

Barwon Child, Youth & Family responds
to the announcement.
Mr Sandy Morrison, CEO of BCYF said the new funding
will make an even greater difference in the lives
of young people and their families in the Geelong
community.
“The announcement from the Victorian Government
that $2.8 million will be spent on The Geelong Project,
will enable us to expand into four more schools in
the Geelong region, making seven schools in total,
to further support and provide young people with an
opportunity for good life outcomes” Mr Morrison said.

Pete Jacobson presenting at the ‘Youth Matters‘ Forum

The Geelong Project, led by BCYF, is a partnership
approach with Swinburne University, Geelong Region
Local Learning and Employment Network (GRLLEN),
Northern Bay Secondary College, Geelong High
and Newcomb Secondary College. TGP delivers a
collaborative early intervention approach that has
produced unprecedented results in preventing
‘at risk’ young students from becoming homeless,
disengaging in their education and leaving school
early.
[Source: BCYF media release, 2nd May 2018, https://www.bcyf.org.
au/about-us/news/item/barwon-child-youth-family-welcomes-28-million-commitment-for-the-geelong-project

Interim Report ‘Media Release’ on ‘The Geelong Project’.
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CASE STUDY
Snapshots
2017
Gallery

Line-up of speakers from “Exploring the
Gig Economy’ ELN event
16 August 2018

Sue Cartwright from Communication Tree
at ‘Exploring the gig economy’ ELN event

ELN event #InstaConnect Presenting
Partners

Experience Community Service (ECS)
Graduation, 24 October 2017

Dr Jude Walker being interviewed for
ABC News.

Robyn & Kylie meeting with Gordon TAFE
Staff; Deputy CEO Darren Grey & Head
of Education Development, John Flett

Robyn Dolheyguy testing out VR
headsets for simulated work experiences!

Anne-Marie Ryan with MP Philip
Dalidakis at Pivot Summit 2017

Mark Isaacs, Jo Harris & Jude Walker
from GRLLEN at #InstaConnect
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Snapshots 2017
In the Headlines
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Financial Statements
Post Audit

Independent Auditor’s Report to the members of GRLLEN Inc
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